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Broadmedia Corporation and Broadmedia GC Corporation added TV compatibility to three cloud 

game apps for Final Fantasy® XIII from the popular RPG series made by Square Enix Co., Ltd. 

Players can now enjoy the games they purchased through their smartphone or tablet PC on a 

larger television screen without paying any additional fees. 

To enjoy the game, all players have to do is enter the eight digits displayed on the first service 

screen of a TV connected to or equipped with* the G-cluster cloud game console. After entering the 

code, players can continue the games they purchased on a mobile device and enjoy playing them 

on a TV screen without needing to transfer any data. 

For details about this new service, see the following web page. 

http://gcluster.jp/sp/app/sqex/ff13/app_tv.html 

 

In addition, the G-cluster cloud game console, which is normally priced at 3,980 yen (shipping and 

tax included), will be available for 1,000 yen cheaper at a special discount price of 2,980 yen 

(shipping and tax included) for a limited time from 00:01 on Wednesday, June 22 (date of this 

release) to 23:59 on Tuesday, July 5, 2016. 

 

[1,000 yen discount for the G-cluster cloud game console] 

· Special price period: Wednesday, June 22 to Tuesday, July 5, 2016 

· Price: Normal price of 3,980 yen (shipping and tax included) discounted to 2,980 yen (shipping 

and tax included) for the period 

· Set includes G-cluster main unit, game pad (Logicool Wireless Gamepad F710), 

G-cluster holder, AC adapter, USB cable, and HDMI cable 

· Available at (in Japanese only) 

▸ Amazon.co.jp: 

http://www.amazon.co.jp/dp/B017QYZFXY/ref=aag_m_pw_dp?&m=A10T8GZQF8DN36 

▸ Yahoo! Shopping 

http://store.shopping.yahoo.co.jp/broadmedia/dsm-232-c.html 

 

We will continue striving to develop and improve our services to provide a smooth and entertaining 

gaming experience for all of our customers. 

 

TV compatibility added to 3 games from the Final Fantasy® XIII Series 

Cloud game apps purchased on a mobile device can also be played on TV! 

Broadmedia Corporation 
Broadmedia GC Corporation 



 

 

* Televisions equipped with G-cluster (as of June 2016) 

G-cluster compatible AQUOS models 
LC-55XD45, LC-60US40, LC-55US40, LC-50US40, LC-55U40, LC-50U40, LC-40U40, LC-40W35, LC-60BW30, LC-40BH30, 
LC-32BH30, LC-70XG35, LC-60XD35, LC-55W30, LC-50W30, LC-32W25, LC-40R30, LC-32R30, LC-24R30, LC-80XU30, 
LC-60US30, LC-52US30, LC-58U30, LC-55U30, LC-50U30, LC-40U30, LC-40HW20, LC-50W20, LC-40W20, LC-24BK20, 
LC-60XL20, LC-52XL20, LC-46XL20, LC-60US20, LC-52US20, LC-50U20, LC-40U20, LC-70UD20, LC-60UD20, LC-52UD20, 
LC-80XL10, LC-70XL10, LC-60XL10, LC-52XL10, and LC-46XL10 

 

G-cluster compatible LG Smart TV models 
E6P, C6P, B6P, UH8500, UH7700, UH7500, UH6500, EG9600, EG9100, UF9500, UF8500, UF7710, UF6900, LF6300, LF5800, 
LF4930, EG9310, UB9800, UB9500, UB8500,  LA9700, LA9650, LB6700, LB6500, LB5810, LB57YM, LB491B, LB490B, LA9600, 
LA8600, LA6600, LA6400, LA6200, LN570B, and LN4600 
 
 
The names of companies, products, and services in this announcement are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 
owners. 
Final Fantasy is a registered trademark of Square Enix Holdings Co., Ltd. applicable both in Japan and abroad. 
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